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ABSTRACT

Tropical cyclone (TC) size, usually measured with the radius of gale force wind (34 kt or 17m s21), is an

important parameter for estimating TC risks such as wind damage, rainfall distribution, and storm surge.

Previous studies have reported that there is a very weak relationship between TC size and TC intensity. A close

examination presented here using satellite-based wind analyses suggests that the relationship between TC size

and intensity is nonlinear. TC size generally increases with increasing TC maximum sustained wind before a

maximum of 2.508 latitude at an intensity of 103 kt or 53.0m s21 and then slowly decreases as the TC intensity

further increases. The observed relationship between TC size and intensity is compared to the relationships

produced by an 11-yr seasonal numerical simulation of TC activity. The numerical simulations were able to

produce neither the observed maximum sustained winds nor the observed nonlinear relationship between TC

size and intensity. This finding suggests that TC size cannot reasonably be simulated with 9-km horizontal

resolution and increased resolution is needed to study TC size variations using numerical simulations.

1. Introduction

Billions of people inAsian countries and Pacific islands

are affected by tropical cyclones (TCs) or typhoons that

form over the western North Pacific (WNP) and the

South China Sea and thus mitigation of typhoon risks is

an important task for governments in the region. Obser-

vational studies have suggested that TC size varies with

season, region, latitude, environmental pressure, track

type, and even the time of the day (Kimball and Mulekar

2004; Moyer et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010). It is also found

that the TC size may be affected by the synoptic envi-

ronmental conditions (Merrill 1984; Holland and Merrill

1984; Weatherford and Gray 1988a; Cocks and Gray

2002; Liu and Chan 2002) along with eyewall dynamics

(Maclay et al. 2008). Since TC size is an important

parameter for determining TC impacts such as wind

damage, rainfall distribution, storm surge, and ocean

upwelling (Price 1981; Iman et al. 2005; Irish et al. 2008;

Lin et al. 2015; Knaff and Sampson 2015), growing at-

tention has been paid to the study of TC size. Previous

studies have focused on the climatology of TC size with

satellite products (e.g., Liu and Chan 2002; Kimball and

Mulekar 2004; Kossin et al. 2007; Hill and Lackmann

2009; Chavas andEmanuel 2010; Knaff et al. 2014b; Chan

and Chan 2015) and mechanisms that control TC size

(Wang 2009; Xu andWang 2010a,b; Fudeyasu andWang

2011; Smith et al. 2011; Carrasco et al. 2014; Xu andWang

2015; Kilroy et al. 2015).

While TC size has been measured with various param-

eters such as the radii of maximum wind (RMW), gale-

force wind (34kt or 17ms21), damaging-force wind (50kt

or 25.7ms21), hurricane-force wind (64kt or 33ms21),

and the outmost closed isobar due to the availability of

observational data (Merrill 1984; Weatherford and Gray

1988a,b; Kimball and Mulekar 2004; Moyer et al. 2007;

Knaff et al. 2007; Maclay et al. 2008), the radius of gale-

force wind (hereinafter R34) has been widely used due to
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its importance in determining TC potential impacts (Chan

and Chan 2014; Knaff and Sampson 2015; Chan and Chan

2015). Although previous studies suggested that TC wind

speed in the outer region was weakly related to TC in-

tensity (Weatherford and Gray 1988b; Chan and Chan

2012), Knaff and Sampson (2015) suggested that with im-

proved intensity forecasts theR34 forecast is also expected

to improve. As one of the objectives of this study, we will

examine the relationship betweenR34 and TC intensity in

the western North Pacific basin using the Multiplatform

Tropical Cyclone Surface Wind Analysis (MTCSWA;

Knaff et al. 2011) data, which is the only high-resolution

storm-centered wind dataset for individual TCs in

the world.

Atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs)

have been an important tool for investigating the possible

climate change of TC activity since Manabe et al. (1970)

noticed for the first time that AGCMs were able to sim-

ulate some features of TC activity.Model horizontal grids

for assessing the impacts of global warming onTCactivity

can be in the range of 10–50km (Stowasser et al. 2007;

Zhao et al. 2009; Caron et al. 2011; Murakami and Wang

2010; Murakami et al. 2011; Murakami et al. 2012;

Manganello et al. 2012). Recently Kim et al. (2014) sim-

ulated global TC activity using the Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Climate Model, version

2.5, which is a fully coupled global climate model with a

horizontal resolution of about 50km for the atmosphere

and 25km for the ocean. They suggested that TC size will

increase by about 12% in response of CO2 doubling.

Given increasing horizontal resolutions of climate system

models, the other objective of this study is to examine the

capability of a high-resolution climate model in simulat-

ing TC size.

2. R34 data

a. MTCSWA

The MTCSWA is created for each TC using only

satellite-based information (Knaff et al. 2011). The

dataset contains the storm-centered one-minute surface

and flight-level (;700 hPa) wind fields from 2007 on-

ward. The 6-h gridded wind fields have a horizontal

resolution of 0.18 latitude by 0.18 longitude. Using

Hurricane Wind Analysis System (H*Wind) analyses as

ground truth in the Atlantic basin, the MTCSWA winds

are shown to have mean absolute errors (MAEs) less

than 5ms21 over most of a 400 km 3 400 km domain

centered on TCs (Knaff et al. 2011). TheMTCSWAdata

are produced for real-time use, and the storm intensity

and location are estimated from the most recent oper-

ational estimates and forecast (Knaff et al. 2011). In this

study, 2022 observations for 128 TCs that occurred in the

WNP basin during the period 2007–13 are available

(Fig. 1, top).

b. Numerical experiments

The full-physics WRF Model has been widely used in

simulating individual TCs and TC climatology (e.g.,

Davis et al. 2008; Jin et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2015). To

examine the skill of dynamics models in the intra-

seasonal prediction of TC activity, Cao et al. (2012) used

the version 3.0 of the WRF Model and simulated TC

activity in the peak season (July–September) during

2000–10. Two interactive model domains are used with

38 vertical levels with a model top of 50 hPa. The coarse

domain covers the region of 208S–608N, 968E–1668W
with a horizontal resolution of 27 km. The 9-km nesting

domain contains 691 3 355 grid points, covering the

region of 08–318N, 1048E–168.58W (Fig. 1, bottom). For

each year, the model was initiated at 0000 UTC 1 July

with the initial and lateral boundary conditions from the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

final operational global analysis (FNL) with 18 3 18
latitude–longitude grids at 6-h intervals and terminated

at 1200UTC 30 September. The analysis nudging for the

wind components above the lower boundary layer is

used in the outer domain to force the simulated large-

scale patterns close to the observation. The nudging

coefficient is set to 1.53 1024 s21. In this study, we only

use the TC wind data in the 9-km nesting domain.

FIG. 1. TC tracks within the second model domain: (top) ob-

served during the period 2007–13 and (bottom) simulated in the

peak season (July–September) of 2000–10.
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A TC simulated in the 9-km domain is defined if

1) there is a closed isobar with the minimum surface pres-

sure lower than 1000hPa, 2) the maximum wind speed at

10mexceeds tropical storm intensity (17.2ms21) within a

radius of 360km from the center, 3) a warm core appears

between 500 and 300hPa, and 4) its lifetime lasts at least

48h. A variational approach is used to locate the TC

center until the maximum azimuthal mean tangential

wind speed is obtained (Wu et al. 2006).

During the 11-yr period (2000–10), the JTWC best-

track data recorded 144 TCs in the peak season over the

WNP and South China Sea and 138 of them formed in the

9-km domain, accounting for 96% of the TCs observed in

the basin. In the 11-season simulation, 152 TCs are iden-

tified in the 9-km domain. Close inspection of the simu-

lated TCs indicates that the azimuthalmeanwind speed of

16 TCs never reaches the tropical storm intensity (34kt)

during their lifetime. For this reason, these TCs are ex-

cluded for the analysis and thus the wind data of the 136

simulated TCs are used in the subsequent analysis (Fig. 1,

bottom). We can see that the simulated TC tracks do not

reach the northern boundary since the detection algorithm

for TC centers requires a minimum distance of 360km.

We further examined the frequency distribution of the

simulated TC intensity in terms of maximum sustained

wind speed (not shown). The simulatedTCs show a single

intensity peak of category 2 with no category 4 and 5 TCs.

(The TC categories are based on the Saffir-Simpson

scale.) This intensity distribution of the simulated TCs is

similar to that in Kim et al. (2015). Our simulation sug-

gests that a horizontal resolution of 9 km 3 9km is still

too coarse for realistically simulating the intensity dis-

tribution. Gentry and Lackmann (2010) used the WRF

Model to test the sensitivity of simulations of Hurricane

Ivan (2004) to different horizontal model resolution.

Chen et al. (2007) and Fierro et al. (2009) suggested that

grid spacing of 2 km or less is needed for representation

of important physical processes in the TC eyewall.

3. Relationship between R34 and TC intensity in
the MTCSWA

Figure 2a shows the scatter diagram of the R34 in the

MTCSWA data, in which the mean R34 is 1.818 latitude
with a standard deviation of 1.028. The mean R34 is

smaller than the mean R34 in Knaff et al. (2007) and

Chan and Chan (2012). Knaff et al. (2007) used the

operational wind radii estimates during the period 1988–

2003 and found that the mean R34 was 1.928 latitude for
theWNPbasin. Using the 10-yr (1999–2009)QuikSCAT

data, Chan and Chan (2012) obtained a mean R34 of

2.138 latitude, which is larger than the mean R34 in the

MTCSWA data and the estimate in Knaff et al. (2007).

Considering the different datasets, time periods, and

uncertainty in the R34 datasets, we think that the mean

R34 in the MTCSWA data is in general comparable to

these previous studies.

The relationship between the TC size and intensity in

the MTCSWA data can be fitted with the quadratic

function of R34521.231 0.07V2 0.004V2, where V is

the azimuthal mean of the one-minute TC maximum

wind in knots (kt; 1 kt ’ 0.51m s21). The fitting curve

suggests that R34 has a maximum of 2.508 latitude in the

MTCSWAdata at 103kt. This shape is also similar to the

mean size distribution produced from the datasets of

Knaff et al. (2014b) as presented in Knaff et al. (2014a,

their Fig. 3). TheR34 generally increases with increasing

TC intensity before reaching the maximum and slightly

decreases with further intensity increase. Although R34

can vary widely at certain intensity, Fig. 2a suggests that

there is, in an average sense, an upper limit (2.508 lati-
tude) for R34 in the western North Pacific basin.

Note that some samples show a R34 larger than 3.858
latitude (two standard deviations) in Fig. 2a. We ex-

amine all the 96 samples and found that most of these

samples (82.3%) were associated with low-frequency

FIG. 2. Relationships between TC size (R34) and mean maxi-

mum wind speed from (a) MTCSWA and (b) simulation. The solid

and dashed lines show the fitting curves for observation and sim-

ulation, respectively.
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monsoon gyres or cyclonic circulations. Monsoon gyres

are a specific pattern of the evolution of low-level mon-

soon circulation and can be identified as a low-frequency,

nearly circular cyclonic vortex with a diameter of about

2500km (Lander 1994;Wu et al. 2011a,b;Wu et al. 2013).

The radial wind profile of Tropical StormTalas (2011) is a

typical example for the large R34 cases (Fig. 3), which

accounts for 24 of the 96 samples. During the period from

1800UTC26August to 0000UTC 2 September, there is a

second maximum in the azimuthal mean wind 400–

600kmaway from theTC center.We examine the 850-hPa

wind fields associated with Tropical Storm Talas in the

NCEP FNL data with 18 3 18 latitude–longitude grids at
6-h intervals. We found that a low-frequency cyclonic

circulationwas collocatedwith the TC (figure not shown),

which can lead to the second maximum in the azimuthal

meanwind 400–600kmaway from the TC center in Fig. 3.

Wu et al. (2013) found that 19.8%ofTC formation events

were associated with monsoon gyres in May–October

during 2000–10.

4. Relationship between R34 and TC intensity in
the simulation

We further examine the simulated R34 data. The

simulated sample size for R34 is 2058 and the mean R34

is 2.028 latitude with a standard deviation of 1.028.
Figure 2b shows the scatter diagram of the R34 and TC

intensity in the WRF simulation. Note that there are no

samples beyond the intensity of 93 kt. The relationship

between the TC size and intensity can also be fitted

with the quadratic function of R34 5 21.29 1 0.07V 2
0.0001V2. From the fitting curve, we can see that the

simulated R34 generally increases with increasing TC

intensity, in agreement with the relationships derived

from the MTCSWA data. As the TC intensity increases

in the simulation, the simulated R34 becomes larger

than that in the observation. We speculate that the dif-

ference may be due to the relatively coarse model res-

olution that cannot well resolve the TCwind distribution

in the radial direction as TC intensity increases. Because

of the relationship between TC size and intensity, it is

suggested that improvement in the simulation of TC size

depends upon the improvement in the simulation of TC

intensity, in agreement with Knaff and Sampson (2015).

Note that the model can simulate the central pressure as

low as the observation, but the model has difficulty in

simulating the observed nonlinear relationship between

the TC size and the central pressure.

In previous studies, it has been suggested that the

correlation between TC size and intensity is low (Merrill

1984; Weatherford and Gray 1988b; Chan and Chan

2012). In addition to uncertainty in R34 datasets, we

think the low correlation may also due to the nonlinear

relationship. For this reason, we calculate the correla-

tions between the R34 and TC intensity for the samples

with intensity less than 93kt and R34 less than 3.858
latitude (two standard deviations). In this case, the

correlations are 0.71 in the simulation and 0.64 in the

MTCSWA data, suggesting a statistically significant re-

lationship between TC intensity and TC size.

5. Summary

TC size, usually measured with the radius of gale-

force wind, is an important parameter for estimating

TC risks. While the climatology of TC size is well

established, a statistical relationship is derived between

TC size and intensity in the WNP basin from the

MTCSWA data in this study. Although it can largely

vary due to the presence of monsoon gyres in the west-

ern North Pacific basin, TC size increases with in-

creasing TC maximum sustained wind before a

maximum of 2.508 latitude at the intensity of 103kt or

53.0m s21 and then it slowly decreases as the TC in-

tensity further increases, suggesting an upper limit for

R34 or TC size. Gray (1998) suggested that tropical

disturbances cannot intensify over the entire region in-

stantaneously, but it is more efficient for the disturbance

to intensify in a limited area.We think that the argument

may be also suitable for TC intensification. The ob-

served relationship between TC size and intensity is also

examined in the seasonal numerical simulation of 11-yr

TC activity. The relationship cannot be reasonably

simulated even with the model spacing of 9 km. The

derived statistical relationship can be used in mitigation

of TC risks and estimation of TC damage.

FIG. 3. The 700-hPa radial wind profile of Tropical Storm Talas

(2011) with a second wind maximum between 48 and 58 latitude
radius.
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